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Ending quarter ARR
The information security system is broken.
Attacks effortlessly bypass "state of the art" security technology every day, doing untold damage to businesses across every size and industry. Defenders are bombarded with over-hyped products and services that lead to more spending without any meaningful advance in the fight against the attackers.

In order to break through, we need to break conventions.
Businesses need an ally to make what's critical, easily accessible. Delivering not just alerts, but answers. Not just service, but expertise.

Red Canary is that ally.
We break through the noisy, complicated system with radical transparency and a laser focus on results. We are relentless in our mission to improve security—not just for our customers, but for the entire community. Forgoing the way information security has been done in the name of better outcomes for all.
Red Canary is a security operations partner for modern teams, deployed in minutes.

**Record**
- It starts by knowing where to look.
  - Endpoints are an adversary's playground. We collect high fidelity telemetry to constantly monitor activity.

**Detect**
- Leave no threat undetected.
  - Our comprehensive detection identifies the most critical threats and suspicious behaviors for investigation.

**Investigate**
- Minimal alerts, meaningful answers.
  - By fully investigating every potential threat using our proprietary analysis platform, we alert you only to confirmed threats and deliver context to understand impact.

**Act**
- Transform information into action.
  - With Red Canary, taking immediate and effective action against your adversaries is quick, efficient—even automated.
How Kroll uses Red Canary

Rapid detection of threats during global incident response engagements - with immediate containment via SOAR

DEPLOYMENT

LTM Engagements: 130+
Endpoints Monitored: 110k+
Threats Detected: 14k+